Corporate
Investigations
Securing confidential data within
organisations and assisting internal
investigations, with a range of leading
digital forensics expertise.

About us
Operating globally, CYFOR is a leading eDiscovery, Digital Forensics
and Cyber Security provider. We have over a decade of experience in
supporting companies of all sizes and industries, with specialist
investigation techniques, while ensuring their IT security is of the
highest level.
Our expertise ranges from internal investigations to ascertain what
data may have been taken by a former employee, to ensuring
confidential information is kept secure.
Whether you are worried about brand reputation, financial loss or a
potential cyber-attack, our long-standing experience has allowed us to
have a fundamental understanding of core legal processes as well as
the management of evidence. These are enforced by our Cyber
Essentials Plus, ISO 9001 and ISO 27001 accreditations.

cyfor.co.uk

Assisting a multitude of organisations, from small bespoke firms
to large PLCs, in securing their data and IT assets
Specialists

Employee leavers packages

Individually, CYFOR’s highly qualified Digital Forensic specialists are

We understand the importance of protecting the integrity of your

recognised as some of the industry's leading specialists. As a

organisation’s data across all departments. That is why we offer a

collective, their combined expertise becomes even more powerful for

unique range of bespoke computer and mobile forensic packages,

the most complex of cases, while going above and beyond to exceed

designed to facilitate your requirements and provide added

client expectations.

reassurance in the event of an employee leaving unexpectedly,

Many investigations are undertaken through support and instruction of

either to a competitor, resignation or dismissal.

senior management, to ascertain evidence in the most strategic and
cost effective manner.
Our digital forensic investigators are all approved Expert Witnesses
and courtroom trained. They utilise the latest technology and digital

Bespoke packages include;

▪ Forensic image (copy) and analysis of computer data

forensic techniques to discover all potential evidence within a wide
range of corporate investigations.

▪ Forensic image of mobile phones for preservation or analysis.
▪ Extraction of entire mailboxes for presentation or analysis.

Forensic Data Collection
We appreciate the critical nature of imaging computers and
associated media, especially in cases where further investigation or
disclosure may be required. Capturing this data using forensically
sound methodology is vital if the integrity of any subsequent

▪ Analysis of user-accounts for activity in the month leading up to
notice date, including;

 USB activity analysis
 Internet history investigation (Dropbox, web based emails)

investigation is to be maintained. Our team operates globally,
often travelling at short notice to ensure that a complete set
of onsite data is recovered.

 Analysis of email activity
 Search and recover deleted data
 Bulk printing activity analysis

Technology
Digital forensic platforms are powerful and indispensable tools
within any investigation and we understand the requirement to be

 Keyword search
▪ Report of findings (suitable for use in court).

at the cutting edge of this technology. That is why we have strong
partnerships and full certification with leading technology providers,

▪ Upload collected data onto advanced online review platform for

while continually investing in our technical infrastructure and

search and analysis. This is useful for compliance and audits of

forensic software platforms to enhance our service offering.

mailbox usage and content.

Incident Response: 0800 169 4442
If potential misconduct should be discovered or suspected within
your business or organisation, it is critical that rapid remediation
techniques and forensically sound methodology are applied to avoid
financial, regulatory or reputational damage.
Our experienced Incident Response team are available 24 hours a day
to respond to incidents, quickly and effectively, which could be
critical to the success of any investigation.

Digital Investigations
▪

Mismanagement and theft of intellectual property

▪

Freedom of information requests

▪

Subject access requests

▪

Data recovery

▪

Employee misconduct

▪

Search, isolate and forensically delete data

▪

Metadata analysis to ascertain email
or document authenticity

▪

Rapid response fraud investigations

▪

Regulatory investigations
(including Skilled Person assignments)

▪

Quantification of loss

▪

Background checks and desktop reviews

▪

Specialist advice to the board on next steps

▪

Fraudulent vendor invoices

▪

Theft of product and inventory

▪

Accounting irregularities and financial misstatements

▪

Investigations linked to contentious insolvency matters

Accreditations & Infrastructure
Our accreditations pay testament to industry recognised standards in
providing the highest level of service and security to all our clients.
That’s why our secure infrastructure is ISO 27001 accredited and has
been independently vetted by The Metropolitan Police.

Cyber Essentials Plus

ISO 27001

ISO 9001

Government and industry standard to provide

Internationally recognised framework for best

A best practice management framework.

clear controls that are implemented to mitigate

practice in Information Security Management

The attainment of ISO 9001 is our dedication

the risk from cyber threats, while also

Systems (ISMS) and covers best security

to providing the highest level of customer

demonstrating to stakeholders that essential

practises to manage data integrity,

service, and compliance for continued

security precautions have been undertaken.

confidentiality and minimising IT security risks.

business improvement across all levels.
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